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BALLISTIC TESTS OF STS A!iCR PLATE,

USING 37-mm PROJECTILES

Abstract

Data are reported concerning the ballistic limit of STS
armor -- Brinell hardness 270 -- for 37-mm projectiles (N51
without cap and windshield). Armor plates of thicknesses
from - to 2 in. were used. Auxiliary tests with smaller
caliber projectiles are also included; these tests were made
on plates down to 1 in. thick.

1. Introduction

The ballistic limit of armor plate will be affected not only by

the characteristics of the plate, but also by those of the incident

projectile. Thus a given plate might be impervious to a highly fran-

gible projectile, whereas it would be holed at the same velocity by

another projectile having the same characteristics as the first ex-

cept for being less brittle. It is customary in proof testing of

armor to specify that the armor will fail for a given projectile at

a given velocity. The shattering characteristics of the projectile

may be one of the factors determining the performance.

In studying the physical bases of the behavior of armor plate

it is desirable to separate the factors influencing this behavior

in so far as it is practicable. Accordingly, one of the projects

undertaken by the Ballistic Research Group at Princeton University

is that of determining the ballistic limit of plate for nondeforming

projectiles. A previous report- / presented the results of measurements

1/ Ballistic Research Group, Princeton University, The ballistic
properties of mild steel, NDTRC Report A-111 (OSRD No. 1027).
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made on mild steel at normal impact, using a wide range of projec-

tile diameters and of thickness of plate. The present report is a

record of an extension of that work to include measurements of the

ballistic limit of STS plate for normal incidence by 37-mm projec-

tiles. The study of the behavior of such plate at oblique in-

cidence is at present delayed by a lack of 37-mm projectiles that

will withstand such impact without shattering. Instead of waiting

for the completion of the work at oblique incidence, we are re-

porting the data at present available for the information of those

who are working on related problems. No attempt is made here to

incorporate the data into a general physical theory of the be-

havior of armor; this report is a record of the carefully measured

data needed for such a theory.

2. Plates

The armor tested consists of a series of STS plates obtained

through the cooperation of the Naval Proving Ground at Dahlgren,

Virginia. The plates are approximately 30 in. square and have

thicknesses from .- to 2 in. They were especially selected to have

very nearly the same hardnesses, as shown in Table T. The --in.

and 3/8-in. plates were taken from plates that had previously, at

the Naval Proving Ground, passed acceptance tests against cali-

ber .30 armor-piercing projectiles at 00 obliquity, and the re-

mainder from plates that had passed acceptance tests against 6-in.

or 8-in. projectiles at high obliquity.

9-
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Table I. Properties of plates tested. Tensile tests con-
ducted at the Naval Proving Ground; Brinell hardness readings taken
at Princeton.

Plate Nominal Yield Tensile Elonga- Reduction Brinell

Number Thickness Point Strength tion of Area Hardness
(in.) (lb/in .) (lb/in.) (percent) (percent) Number

D-1 133 100 141 500 19.0 50.8 294

D-2 3/8 122 300 144 000 18.5 54 283
D-3 5/8 110 800 125 500 22 67 264

D-4 1 106 900 127 200 21 61 272

D-5 1, 107 300 129 300 22 62 257

D-6 1Y 106 300 125 800 22 63 271

D-7 2 107 500 130 500 22 65 289

3. Experimental conditions

The main series of tests was made -with standard 37-mm MI51 pro-

-= jectiles from which the cap, windshield and tracer had been removed
2/

for the reasons discussed in detail in the report on mild steel.-

Certain auxiliary tests were also made, using caliber .244 smoothbore

projectiles, Type 1, and caliber .50 E6 projectiles. These projec-

tiles are also discussed in detail in the report on mild steel.

The 37-mm and caliber .50 tests were made at the NDRC range.- /

The plates were hung with cables attached to the top corners; hence

they can be considered as freely suspended. The residual velocity

of the projectile was measured by a light-screen chronograph having

1-ft base line.-/ The striking velocity was measured both with a

2/ Reference 1.

3/ H. D. Smyth, Construction of the NIDRC experimental firing
range at Princeton University, NDRC Report A-6 (OSRD No. 10).

4/ R. J. Emrich and L. Pi. Delsasso, Short base line projectile
velocity measurements, NIDRC Report A-89 (0RD No. 927).



spiral chronograph using 1-ft base-line light screens close to the

plate and with an Aberdeen chronograph utilizing foil screens on a

50-ft base. The velocity measured by the Aberdeen chronograph was

corrected for the loss of velocity between the screens and the

target plate. This corrected value was then averaged with the value

obtained from the light-screen chronograph to give the striking

velocity of the projectile. The caliber .244 tests w.ere made on the

double ballistic pendulum in Palmer Physical Laboratory,- using

clamped 6 x 6-in. pieces cut from the larger plates.

In accordance with the method described in reference 1 on mild

steel, the observed data were used to compute striking energy,

residual energy, limit energy, Thompson F-coefficients, and so forth.

In computing the striking and residual energies of a projectile it is

customary to use the weight of the projectile as recovered after

firing. This practice amounts to neglecting the energy of any soft

parts of the projectile -- such as bands -- that shear off on impact.

In this series of experiments, however, the projectiles shattered

with sufficient frequency to make it necessary to use a different

method in some cases. For the projectiles that shattered, then, the

weight to be used in calculating the kinetic energies was determined

by taking the projectile weight before firing and correcting accord-

ing to the average loss of weight observed in the projectiles that

did not shatter.

51 G. T. Reynolds and R. L. Kramer, A double pendulum for use
in studies of the ballistic behavior of armor, N\DRC Report A-52
(OSRD No. 656).
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4. Results

The results obtained are presented in Table II, and plotted in

Fig. 1, which gives the results of the main series of tests and also

the auxiliary results obtained. This figure is plotted to the same

scale as was used in reference 1, thus facilitating comparison. The

Brinell hardness number of each plate is indicated beside the point

giving the ballistic limit.

The quantities listed in Table II are discussed in reference 1.

Brief definitions of the symbols follow:

e Average plate thickness.

w Average projectile weight as recovered after firing.

d Projectile diameter.

E, Limit energy, that is, the energy for which the residual
energy is zero.

P Average pressure between projectile and plate.

vz Limit velocity, associated with limit energy.
F Thompson F-coefficient; F = \/7 v/d.

a Parameter related to P by

a 'w' Wa - le W-I ii
w \

wl Weight of a cylinder of diameter d and height e cut out of
the target plate of thickness e.

s Slope of the graph of residual versus striking energy.

y Dimensionless parameter related to s by the equation,
m=

s = e- IWl/w.

5. Discussion

Attempts to obtain satisfactory data for the ballistic limit of

37-m projectiles on the two thinnest plates proved fruitless.

For the i-in. plate, projectiles having high velocity were ob-

served to lose approximately the amount of kinetic energy that would
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caliber .244 data, but also because of the scale effect, which would

indicate that even for the same value of e/d the smaller caliber

projectiles would have larger F-coefficients. 5e have no satisfac-

tory explanation of this result, but more recent work indicates that

the hardness of these plates is in the vicinity of the "hardness

limit," above which is observed a decided drop in the ballistic

limit of a plate. If the hardness at which this effect occurs were

different for the different calibers, this might possibly serve as

an explanation of the apparent discrepancy. More considerations

along this line must vait for further experimentation. In any case,

it veill be seen that the remainder of the data are in definite agree-

ment with the observations reported in reference 1, both in the

dependence of the F-coefficient on the ratio e/d and in its depend-

* ence on the scale of the experiment.

The main series of tests -- using 37-mm projectiles -- is plotted

in Fig. 1, the points being indicated by stars. It will be seen that

these tests gave the customary slight increase of F with increase in

the ratio e/d. The bullets were found to shatter with increasing

frequency as the thickness of the plate was increased, until on the

thickest plate -- 2-in. -- only 2 out of 10 shots gave acceptable

measurements of both the striking and residual velocities. The

F-coefficient for this plate is indicated by a small star in order

to indicate that its value is somewhat less reliable than the values

for the thinner plates.

Data taken with caliber .50 projectiles on the W/8-in. and 1-in.

plates are also shown in Fig. 1. For these projectiles on the

UN CLASSIFIED
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